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INDUSTR4 

December 19th, 2018 

Tata chooses CMI's technology for its new Cold 
Rolling Complex in Kalinganagar 

Innovative process technology for consistent high-quality end products and maximum throughput. 

India's leading steel producer and global steel giant, Tata Steel has awarded CMI 
Industry METALS a contract for three state of the art processing lines: 2 Continuous 
Galvanizing Lines (CGL) & 1 Continuous Annealing Line (CAL). All three high-end 
lines are to be supplied to the client's site at Kalinganagar in the Jajpur district of 
Orissa. 

The order placed with CMI for three processing lines, that are to provide the client with the very 
latest technology, will allow Tata Steel to produce skin panels for car outer bodies, helping it retain 
leadership among domestic suppliers to high-quality segments like the auto and white goods 
sectors. As such, all three lines are central parts of the phase two expansion of the client's steel 
plant, and are to increase the annual galvanized steel production by 1 million tons. 

Decisive factors for choosing CMI for this project were the company's extensive experience in steel 
processing lines, but also the high process security of the plant concept, which features the full 
spectrum of CMl's process technologies: Multi-stage cleaning section, Vertical annealing furnace 
(incl. CMl's L-Top math model and jet cooling system), Air-Knife system, APC Blowstab low 
vibration cooling system, lnline skin pass mill and Tension leveler, Chemical roll-coat post 
treatment, Side trimmer, Exit shear. 

The material grades will range from deep-drawing steels, hot-formed and high-strength steels, to 
dual-phase and complex-phase steels. Besides the traditional Gi coating, one of the new lines is 
designed to also process aluminized (AluSi) coatings, while the second line is to also apply 
galvannealed (Ga) coatings. 

The order covers the engineering, procurement and supply, as well as the supervision of the 
erection and commissioning. 

Joao Felix Da Silva, President of the CMI Industry Sector and Chairman - Board of Directors CMI 
FPE Limited states, "We are honored to be part of the expansion plans of a long-lasting business 
partner like Tata Steel, and we are very proud to be able to assist our client in their reach for the 
highest steel quality and the related leadership in high-end segments like the automotive and white 
goods industries." 

This is the 3rd contract that Tata Steel entrusts to CMI Industry METALS in the past 6 years. After 
the recent modernization of SEGAL, Tata's high-end automotive line in Belgium, this is the second 
order that Tata places with CMI in the framework of its automotive steel production. Another project 
that further strengthens CMl's leading position for the complete supply of high-quality automotive 
processing lines. 
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The CMI & the TATA delegations during the signature of the contract. 

AboutCMI 
CMI designs, installs, upgrades and services equipment for energy, defense, steel-making, the environment 
and other industry in general. CMI assists clients throughout the whole of the life-cycle of their equipment in 
order to improve the economic, technical and environmental performance of this equipment. The benefits of 
CMI are numerous: a unique combination of expertise in engineering, maintenance and the management of 
international technical projects, a vast geographic and technological scope, and an ability to innovate in 
accordance with the concrete needs of its customers. Present on all five continents, CMI numbers more than 
5 500 experienced employees who combine expertise in engineering, maintenance and the management of 
technical international projects. 
www.cmigroupe.com 

CMI Industry a division of CMI Group 
As an international specialist in industrial processes and technologies, CMI INDUSTRY designs, supplies 
and modernizes cold rolling mills, processing lines, chemical and thermal treatment installations for the steel 
and the non-ferrous industry. It also provides state-of-the-art heat treatment technologies for the aviation, 
forging and casting industry, as well as surface treatment installations for all types of industries. Based on 
decades of experience and successfully running references all over the world, CMI Industry not only supplies 
Green- and Brownfield installations and equipment, but also provides the related services, as well as training 
and technical assistance. CMl's reliable and cost-effective, yet innovative solutions are always adapted to 
the specific needs of each and every customer. 

About CMl's locations in India 
In India CMI INDUSTRY is present with two entities located in the Maharashtra province. 
CMI FPE Ltd. , with head office in Andheri, and two state-of-the-art workshops in Taloja and Hedavali, is 
providing the steel and non-ferrous metals industries with the latest technologies and services, related to 
cold rolling mills, processing lines and chemical and thermal treatment installations. It is also supplying and 
modernizing heat treatment furnaces for the forging and casting industry, as well as surface treatment lines 
for all types of applications, and hydrometallurgical processes for the extraction of ores. 
CMI Industry Automation (Pl Ltd. located in Thane, is offering clients the most adapted automation solutions, 
products, and related services for an efficient systems control and an optimized production. 
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